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I am not named after _______ nomenclature. I am not ancient . ______  or its derivatives are not

adj. proper noun math term

me. I’m not of the committee of _______, nor am I from a  _________ locals. Having a ____

plural noun                               region adj.

amount of positivity is something I like. Neon lights blind me. Any year mentioned by Lin

adj. noun

Manuel Miranda as Alexander Hamilton is not one I would like to be found in. I am glad I was

person                              person verb        emotion word

not found the year when the Louisiana purchase happened. I like vintage things, anything found

verb           noun              historical event verb

after the fall of the USSR is just not as interesting. Names based on colors and

historical event noun

America don’t suit me. I have never joined the platinum group nor have I seen the appeal of arc

proper noun

lamps.  I do not produce a notable rotten egg smell. The decimal places of my Pauling Scale

math term           chemistry term

electronegativity make a(n) even number. I really dislike the year Sierra Leone was colonized by

- adj. - noun country verb

the British. I do not share a name with a Pokemon game. I am not Superman’s weakness nor do I

group of people

share the name with a resident of Oz. I am not a lanthanide, actinide, or halogen nor was I named

after Poland. I am not found in significant abundances in red giants at the galactic center. I was

not the first noble gas discovered. Finally, I was not ranked number one in the US Agency for

Toxic Substances and Disease Registry Priority List of  Hazardous Substances at Superfund

Sites. I don’t have the sixth highest melting point of any element.



Sincerely,
___. _____

title . color

P.S. for in the line containing Pauling Scale Electronegativity 0.70 would equal 7.


